Dry Fruits

- sunflower seeds
- raisins
- pine nuts
- brazil nuts
- apricots
- pecans
- cashews
- dates
- lotus seeds
- peanuts
- black currants
- cacao bob
- walnuts
- soy nuts
- coconut
- pistachio
- macadamia
- fig
Colours Names

- red
- gray
- pink
- purple
- blue
- yellow
- brown
- white
- sky blue
- light green
- indigo
- orange
- green
- pitch
- black
Transportations

- bicycle
- van
- subway
- rowing boat
- cement mixture
- scooter
- taxi
- carriage
- police car
- motorcycle
- helicopter
- dump truck
- aerial tramway
- fire engine
- airplane
- ambulance
- tractor
- crane
- balloon
- bus
- train
- forklift
- boat
- car
Classroom Objects

desk  chair  books  scissors

calculator  eraser  leads  compass

ballpoints  blackboard  ruler  pushpins

highlighter  file holder  whiteout  clips

softboard  sharpener  pencil case  stapler

sharpener  hole puncher  stapler  globe

binder clip  paper  marker  pencil

tape  clipboard  crayon  notebook

scotch tape  crayon  marker  utility knife
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Professions

- businessman
- architect
- carpenter
- miner
- policeman
- butcher
- barber
- actor
- fireman
- farmer
- pharmacist
- lawyer
- dentist
- accountant
- judge
- pilot
- psychiatrist
- mechanic
- doctor
- artist
- teacher
- plumber
- author
- driver
- nurse
- chef
- musician
- engineer
Sports

- weightlifting
- karate
- running
- rugby
- basketball
- surf
- climbing
- archery
- baseball
- skating
- hockey
- cycling
- tennis
- swimming
- golf
- athletics
- kickboxing
- football
- cricket
- pole vault
- volleyball
- ping pong
- polo
- wrestling
Medical Tools

- Stethoscope
- Scissor
- Stretcher
- Magnifier
- Weighing scale
- Torch
- Face mask
- Tuning fork
- First aid kit
- Gauze
- Rubber gloves
- Scalpel
- Ambulance
- Tweezers
- Microscope
- Otoscope
- Thermometer
- X-ray
- Saline bag
- Syringe
- Medical chair
- Pills
- Cane
- Wheelchair
- Hot water bag
- Bandage
- Crutches
- Ointment
Bathroom Items

- Bathmat
- Bucket
- Toilet paper
- Shampoo
- Bathtub
- Lotion
- Toothbrush
- Shaving kit
- Laundry basket
- Sink
- Soap dish
- Hair oil
- Cotton buds
- Towel
- Hair dryer
cupboard
- Exhaust fan
- Shower
- Floor wiper
- soap
- Bath toys
- Sponge
- Bath cup
- Geyser
- Tongue cleaner
- Comb
- Stool
- Hanger
Women’s Cloths & Accessories

- scarf
- ring
- watch
- necklace
- high-heeled shoes
- bracelet
- parse
- perfume
- dress
- frock
- jeans
- hair’s clip
- coat
- flip flop
- pumps
- abaya
- swimsuit
- earring
- leggings
- glasses
- skirt
- gloves
- hat
- headband
Men’s Cloths & Accessories

cap
jacket
watch
boots
cargo pants
jumper
suit
belt
trench coat
bow tie
jeans
wallet
bathrobe
flip flop
braces
singlet
business shoes
vest
sport shoes
glasses
Hawaiian shirt
gloves
swim suit
tie
In The Bedroom

- air-conditioner
- bedside table
- fan
- curtains
- pillow
- mirror
- hat stand
- cot (UK) crib (US)
- dressing table
- hope chest
- ironing board
- blinds
- sofa
- bookshelf
- alarm clock
- upholstered bench
- carpet
- angle poise lamp
- fireplace
- bed